Abstract -
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the energy consumption in European countries is growing rapidly. This leads to a number of problems: increase in energy prices; increase in the negative environmental impact; loss of generating capacities; increase in the political influence of energy-exporting countries, etc.
It is known that the main energy consumer in the developed countries is industry [1] . A promising way to overcome the crisis phenomena in the energy sector is a widespread implementation of energy saving measures and technologies in industry [2] . Therefore, over the last few decades, various international and regional organizations have started investing additional money in the projects and funds intended for the promotion of energy efficiency in the industrial sector [3] .
However, in order to obtain significant results in energy saving, it is not enough just implementing the energy saving measures [4] . To achieve this goal requires systematical monitoring of energy efficiency in enterprises [5] .
One of the most reliable and accurate methods of energy efficiency monitoring is the use of the Monitoring and Targeting system (M&T system) [6] . This method allows providing the monitoring of energy efficiency at technological objects: work units, machines, technological processes, enterprise divisions, and other industrial objects.
M&T systems estimate the level of energy efficiency by comparing the actual energy consumption and the consumption obtained by a mathematical model. Such mathematical model reflects the influence of the main factors on energy consumption [7] . Appropriate factors characterize the conditions of the production process: output quantity, operation time of machines, pressure, temperature, etc.
Traditionally, in M&T systems, simplified mathematical models of energy consumption, such as simple linear regression or constant, are used [8] . In some cases it is proposed to use more complex, multivariable mathematical models with three or less independent variables.
Certain factors have nonlinear impact on energy consumption, which is necessary to take into account in mathematical models.
Inappropriate and simplified models can lead to a significant inaccuracy of energy efficiency monitoring. Therefore, the correct selection of a mathematical model is an important task in order to provide successful monitoring of energy efficiency.
The different methods of mathematical modeling allow calculating multivariable linear and nonlinear models. The software makes it possible to easily obtain different models and use them in energy efficiency monitoring. However, the selection methodology of energy consumption model in M&T systems, taking into account the different features of modeling, does not exist. This paper focuses on the development of the methodology of selecting an energy consumption model in M&T systems.
II. METHODS
Many publications are devoted to the application of various mathematical models for the monitoring of energy efficiency [6] - [9] .
The most common in the use for calculating the linear and nonlinear mathematical models of energy consumption in M&T systems are the Method of Least Squares and Maximum Likelihood Estimation [10] - [12] . The Method of Least Squares is based on the minimization of the sum of the squares of the modeling errors [10] . Maximum Likelihood Estimation evaluates the unknown parameters of the model by maximizing the likelihood function [11] .
A popular method of modeling in industrial processes is the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method, which is based on the
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2016/11 6 Principal Component Analysis. This method allows calculating the linear mathematical models in conditions when a small number of statistical data is available and the numbers of independent variables in the model are large [13] . An additional benefit of the PLS method is that it takes into account multicollinearity between the independent variables. The paper [14] proposes to use time series in order to control energy consumption. Time series can be calculated by the following methods: Moving Average, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA), etc. The authors of this paper consider the application of these methods in M&T systems less effective than the application of regression models.
Some methods allow obtaining the mathematical model in the form of interval values. One of these methods is Simple Interval Estimation, which is presented in [15] .
The method of calculating complex multivariable models is the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) [16] . It is based on the self-organization theory of mathematical models. GMDH allows obtaining the models with complex basic functions: polynomials, exponential, Fourier series, etc.
During the last few decades, the methods of mathematical modeling based on neural networks have become increasingly popular. Neural networks are the methods of simulation processes, which allow reflecting the complex relationships between the variables. The Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN) calculates the mathematical models of high complexity, which demonstrates good results in the conditions of the impact of nonlinear factors on energy consumption [17] .
It is known that every industrial enterprise is unique, with its specific features of energy consumption, production conditions, different number of factors and their impact on energy consumption. Therefore, it is impossible find the concrete type of energy consumption model that would be suitable for any technological object.
The selection of an energy consumption model should be done individually for each technological object, considering its unique characteristics and conditions. A suitable model can be found by comparing different mathematical models obtained on the same set of data.
Such comparison should be implemented by the criteria which allow drawing conclusions about the adequacy of certain features of mathematical models (accuracy, complexity, stability, etc.) [11] , [12] .
Various publications describe a wide range of the "traditional" criteria of the adequacy of mathematical models (Table I ). Numerical calculations show that using different criteria can lead to obtaining controversial results of selecting the most acceptable model. Therefore, the selection of the energy consumption model in M&T systems should be done by several different criteria simultaneously. Table I shows that many criteria duplicate each other and evaluate the same features of a mathematical model. The use of "similar" criteria can lead to the selection of an inappropriate model of energy consumption. Also, it does not allow fully evaluating the characteristics of mathematical models.
Thus, the authors of the present paper considered the question of determining the set of the criteria of mathematical models adequacy which allow taking into account the main characteristics of models and do not duplicate each other.
Conventionally, the criteria shown in Table I can be divided into two groups by their contents.
The application of the criteria which belong to the first group is based on comparing the values obtained by calculation with some ideal, tabulated values. Such comparison allows making a conclusion about the suitability of the model by a certain feature. Appropriate criteria are Choy test, F-criteria, t-criteria, and DW-criteria. These criteria can be used for preselecting of mathematical models.
The second group includes all the remaining criteria. Different models can be compared by the values of these criteria in order to select the most suitable model. As noted, the use of criteria which duplicate each other is not recommended. Therefore, the authors proposed the minimum required set of criteria which allow avoiding controversial results and unnecessary calculations.
The criteria of the second group can be divided into three subgroups by the features of the models they consider:
1) the criteria which estimate the accuracy of mathematical models:
; 2) the criteria which estimate the accuracy and complexity of mathematical models: AIC, BIC;
3) the criteria which estimate the stability of mathematical models, namely, feasibility of their application on new data: n.
The criteria within one subgroup should be checked on duplicating. For this purpose, the authors carried out numerical simulations where the closeness of the relationship between different criteria was evaluated by correlation analysis. The obtained results: ESS, D, SEE, A , MAE, RSME,
R is the modification of one criterion which also makes them similar; AIC, BIC are similar criteria. Thus, the similar criteria are duplicating each other and their simultaneous application is not advisable.
It is necessary to pay attention that the AIC and BIC criteria estimate the complexity and the accuracy of the model simultaneously. Therefore, in order to eliminate the duplication of the criteria from the subgroups 1 and 2, it is advisable to calculate one of them on the training sample, and the other one -on the testing sample. It will help selecting the most balanced model. The criteria presented in Table I evaluate only the basic features of the mathematical models. In order to consider the models more precisely, it is appropriate to use some "additional" criteria which are taking into account other important features of the modeling. For example, the "additional" criteria can include the reasonable time of mathematical modeling, the financial expenses of modeling, etc.
Which "additional" criteria is necessary to use should be decided individually taking into account the characteristics of the technological objects where M&T systems have to be created.
To determine the numerical values of "additional" criteria, the authors propose to use the methods of expert survey and fuzzy logic.
The procedure of determining the "additional" criterionthe reasonable time of mathematical modeling -is shown in Table I . The time required for calculating the mathematical model of energy consumption is different for each specific technological object. It depends on the period of energy efficiency monitoring, the number of equipment covered by M&T systems, the qualification of the staff, etc.
The various methods of energy consumption modeling have different actual time expenses (Ta), required to determine the factors that have a significant impact on energy consumption, to handle statistical data, to calculate the model and use the procedure of energy efficiency monitoring. The values of a T for each model can be obtained from the experiments or the previous experience of solving similar problems at other objects. In order to estimate reasonable time (Tr) for calculating the mathematical models for each specific technological object, it is advisable to use the knowledge and experience of the experts.
Usually, the expert assessments have a subjective character; therefore, the processing of expert survey can be done by the methods of fuzzy logic.
For this purpose, each expert should indicate by a vertical line on a special scale the approximate value of Tr, which according to his point of view is acceptable for this technological object. In Fig. 1 , Ta.min is the least amount of the time required for obtaining the model of energy consumption by using the considered modeling techniques. Tm is the period of energy efficiency monitoring at the appropriate technological object. Fuzzy logic mathematical tools allow determining the level of the reliability of the subjective assessments of each expert (Fig. 2) . Different numbers of the levels of specified fuzzy parameter can be used in order to conduct an expert survey. The high numbers of appropriate levels increase the accuracy of the obtained results as well as make the expert survey more complex. Fig. 2 shows the five levels of the fuzzy parameterthe reasonable time of mathematical models calculation.
The number of the piecewise linear membership functions of fuzzy parameters, which is used for processing the results of expert survey, is equal to the number of the levels of fuzzy parameter.
The five membership function of the reasonable time of mathematical models calculation is represented by the following equations: 
In order to estimate the opinion of each expert about the reasonable time of mathematical models calculation, from Fig. 2 or eq . (1)-(5), the levels of the conformity ( μ k j ) of expert assessment with one of the specified levels of fuzzy parameter can be found.
The average values of μ k j by the levels of fuzzy parameter can be found from the equation: The values of μ j allow finding the most probable value of the reasonable time of mathematical models calculation for energy efficiency monitoring. Table II shows that the most probable value of the reasonable time of mathematical models calculation will be under 3/4Tm; therefore, Tr is taken 3/4Tm.
The numerical value of the "additional" criterion -time required for calculating the mathematical model -can be obtained by the equation: The selection of the suitable model of energy consumption in M&T systems, based on several different criteria, is a multioptimization problem. The main approach of solving this issue is comparing the weighted sum of the criteria of different models.
Usually, the weighted sum of all criteria is determined by the methods within Multi-Attribute Utility Theory. However, one significant drawback of the appropriate methods is the lack of clear recommendations about obtaining the weights for each of the criteria. These weights have a significant impact on the selection of the model.
The approach for selecting the suitable model of energy consumption by several criteria simultaneously proposed by the authors of this paper is based on the application of the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).
Generalized criteria of models suitability for each mathematical model DEA formed as maximizing functional with restrictions [18] :
1, 2, ..., nN  , where Yi -i-th criterion of the models, which characterizes the quality characteristics of the model; Xj -j-th criterion which characterizes the expenses for model calculation; n -the number of the model.
The system of the equations (6) and (7) is solved for each of mathematical models. The obtained solution of each of the nmodels gives the generalized criteria of the models' suitability 
III. EXPERIMENTS
The selection of energy consumption model in M&T systems has been conducted on a bottling line where beverage is filled into bottles. The bottling line has the automated accounting system that allows obtaining information about electrical energy consumption and the amount of manufactured products. The main goods which are produced on the corresponding technological line are 5-beer, 8-cider and 11-kvass, where 5, 8, 11 are conditional numbers of the products in assortment of the enterprise. Statistical information about the amount of produced goods and the total electrical energy consumption are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Statistical data about the produced products and electrical energy consumption of a bottling line, where: a) electrical energy consumption; b) production of beer; c) production of cider; d) production of kvass.
Based on the statistical data presented in Fig. 3 , different multivariable mathematical models of the energy consumption at the bottling line were calculated:
− the complex nonlinear model obtained by combining the "individual" models for different variants of the technological process:
,, Q Q Q -the amount of manufactured products; − mathematical models of the energy consumption of the product number 5: Network. The numerical values of the "traditional" criteria which estimate the adequacy of mathematical models is shown in Table III . The obtained-by-expert-survey "additional" criteria which characterize the time expenses of model calculation, the financial expenses, and the expenses of production resources are shown in Table IV . According to DEA, the generalized criteria of models suitability can be considered as a set of N conditions of mathematical models with 5 inputs and 3 outputs, which reflects the "traditional" and "additional" criteria of model adequacy.
The input parameters in DEA will be taken as the inverse value of the "traditional" criteria, the outputs -as the inverse value of the "additional" criteria.
The inverse value of the criteria is taken in order the bigger value of the generalized criteria of models suitability indicates the better model. Some criteria of model adequacy have been taken as reverse values in the equations (6) and (7) . Because of this, the greater value of the generalized criterion obtained by DEA indicates the better model. Thus, the optimization problem for calculating the generalized criteria of models suitability is written as:
Solving the equations (8) and (9) for each mathematical model shows that the generalized criteria of models suitability is optimal in the case of applying the Generalized Regression Neural Network (Table V) . The weights of the criteria that have been found from eq. (8) and (9) are shown in Table VI . The application of Data Envelopment Analysis in order to select the mathematical model of energy consumption has a number of significant advantages:
− allows calculating the generalized criteria of models suitability which estimate the complex characteristics of the mathematical model; − can simultaneously handle many inputs and outputs, and, besides, can be measured in different units; − does not require preliminary determination of the weighting coefficients for solving the optimization problem; − if necessary, allows taking into account the authority of experts concerning the importance of a certain criterion.
IV. CONCLUSION
The development of accurate energy efficiency monitoring methods is an important task for widespread implementation of energy saving projects in industry. The energy efficiency monitoring methods in industry are based on the statistical modeling of energy consumption. Inappropriate and simplified models can lead to a significant inaccuracy of energy efficiency monitoring. Therefore, the correct selection of mathematical model is an important task in order to provide successful monitoring of energy efficiency.
The mathematical models of energy consumption for the technological objects can be obtained by different methods: the Method of Least Squares, Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Group Method of Data Handling, Partial Least Squares, Generalized Regression Neural Network, etc. The selection of an appropriate energy consumption model should be done individually for each technological object, considering its unique characteristics and conditions. Traditionally, for the estimation of the characteristics of a mathematical model, special criteria are used. These criteria allow estimating the accuracy, complexity stability of mathematical models.
For a more complete assessment of mathematical models besides the traditional criteria of model adequacy, it is proposed to apply the "additional" criteria that are linked to other features of the modeling (the time required for obtaining a mathematical model, the financial costs of modeling, etc.). To determine the numerical values of "additional" criteria, a procedure based on expert survey and fuzzy logic is proposed.
In the present paper, the selection of the mathematical model of energy consumption for energy efficiency monitoring is considered as a multi-optimization problem. In order to solve the problem of selecting the mathematical model, the Data Envelopment Analysis, which has a number of significant advantages over the method of the MultiAttribute Utility Theory has been used. The proposed method allows improving the methods of energy efficiency monitoring.
